
 

Architectural design software - CAD System ARCHICAD Austrian company RAL AG became known for the RAL Color system, which was designed to help architects and builders with building materials selection. There are now 38 colors available to choose from, so it is only logical that the styles of the same number should be added on these 3D modeling platforms. The problem was then how
could it be implemented into ArchiCAD without interrupting other functions? Thanks to X64 Add-Ons set of RAL colors for ArchiCAD, this issue has been resolved. It has its own custom style settings and independent color palette which cannot be changed or modified by any third party programs or plugins. All the color generated by the plugin are outside of ARCHICAD color space, therefore they
can be seen in other CAD systems without any problem. The set consists of all colors available to choose from - 38 including the 3 base colors, which are included in all color systems, and therefore they will not be repeated. Also included is a new kind of labels with RAL colors, which also has its own palette for selection. Users can print out or enter them into their projects directly from ARCHICAD.
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